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had come in as to the tiger's whereabouts. It sorru
times happened that the patch of jungle where h
was lurking lay in a rocky tract, on a steep hillsid
to which no road gave access. On such occasior
we found half a dozen elephants awaiting us at th
point where our cars could go no farther. Silentl)
swaying to the amble of the elephants, we made ou
way up to the " line." There, disposed accordin;
to the lie of the countryside, along a gully, facinj
a ridge, or near a jungle track where the grass an<
brushwood had been burnt to permit an unimpedet
view, machans had been prepared for us in tree-tops
One day a panther-shoot was organized in som
exceptionally open country and, seated as usual 01
a platform tied to the topmost branches of a tree,
was able to follow the beaters' tactics from begin
ning to end. Like a dead land laid out beneath i
pall of fire, the arid jungle rolled away into the dis
tance, silent and desolate. The only sign of move-
ment was very far away, over a mile off, where c
thin white line of beaters was advancing down i
hillside, like the first wave of an infantry attack
They numbered four hundred, and were, as I dis-
covered later, of every age and aspect; little boys
and greybeards hopping on crutches, half-naked
coolies and soldiers in uniform. Split up into pla-
toons, each of which had its own commander, whose
task it was to keep his men in perfect alignment,
they were advancing on a mile-long front. From
the back of an elephant in the middle of the line the
O.G. beaters directed the advance. Once the line
had reached the foot of the hill and started moving
through the jungle on the level, I lost sight of them.
But now I began to hear their music—the clash of
cymbals, roll of drums, strident bugle-calls. Now,
too, I understood the little puffs of whitish smoke

